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a b s t r a c t 

Some audio declipping methods produce waveforms that do not fully respect the actual process of clip- 

ping and allow a deviation on the reliable samples. This article reports what effect on perception it has if 

the output of such “inconsistent” methods is pushed towards “consistent” solutions by postprocessing. We 

first propose a simple sample replacement method, then we identify its main weaknesses and propose 

an improved variant. The experiments show that the vast majority of inconsistent declipping methods 

significantly benefit from the proposed approach in terms of objective perceptual metrics. In particular, 

we show that the SS PEW method based on social sparsity combined with the proposed method per- 

forms comparable to top methods from the consistent class, but at a computational cost of one order of 

magnitude lower. 

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Clipping is nonlinear distortion of signals, occurring when there 

s a lack of available dynamic range. The peak values of a signal are

lipped (saturated). In audio, this leads to undesirable, unpleasant 

erceptual artifacts. Typically, the best option is to avoid clipping 

eforehand. In cases where clipping can no longer be prevented, 

here is a need for means of estimating the original signal. Such 

 process is called declipping. 

There are numerous methods for the declipping of signals. Since 

t is clearly an ill-conditioned task, any declipping method must 

uild on some assumption about the characteristics of a signal. In 

udio, which is the focus of this article, various methods are based 

n Bayesian modeling [1] , on the autoregressive hypothesis [2] , and 

n low-rank assumptions for matrices [3,4] , but most of them are 

ased on the sparsity of signal coefficients with respect to a suit- 

ble time-frequency transform [5,6] . For more references, see the 

eclipping survey [7] and a recent overview [8] . 

For this article, it will be sufficient to distinguish between 

ethods that produce declipping solutions that are consistent in 

he reliable part of the signal and methods that do not do so. Here,

he reliable part corresponds to signal samples that have not been 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ffected by clipping, i.e., a set of samples that fitted within the 

rescribed dynamic range. The term solution refers to the whole 

nal signal in the time domain, even though some of the methods 

ight focus exclusively on reconstructing the clipped samples. For 

llustration, Fig. 1 shows an observed clipped signal, together with 

he original and two declipping solutions; one of them is consis- 

ent (in the reliable part) and the other is not. We will use the 

bbreviated reference R-consistent for signals consistent in the reli- 

ble part, as well as for methods that produce solutions consistent 

n the reliable part. 

To formalize the concepts, denote y ∈ R 

N the observed clipped 

ignal and ±θc the clipping thresholds limiting the samples (as in 

ig. 1 ). We can distinguish three sets of samples: M R y are the re-

iable observed samples, M H y are the samples clipped from above 

i.e., equal to θc ), and M L y are the samples clipped from below (i.e., 

qual to −θc ), where we used the selection masks denoted M R , M H ,

nd M L . Consistency of the solution x declip means that 

 declip ∈ � = { x ∈ R 

N | M R x = M R y , M H x ≥ θc , M L x ≤ −θc } , (1)

hereas for R-consistency, the condition M R x declip = M R y is suffi- 

ient. 

If the signal under treatment is contaminated by noise, insisting 

n R-consistency goes hand in hand with overfitting. This study, 

owever, assumes noiseless signals, in which case the described 

eclipping inconsistency is in conflict with the observation and 

ith the clipping model. On the other hand, inconsistent methods 

re typically faster, see for instance Section V.D of [7] . What would 

appen if, for R-inconsistent methods, the observed reliable sam- 
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Fig. 1. A short piece of a clipped signal, accompanied by its original version (un- 

available in practice) and by two types of reconstruction. The solution consistent 

in the reliable part is identical to the observed signal in the respective part, while 

the other solution is not. The scalars −θc , θc are the clipping thresholds, playing the 

role of the limits of the dynamic range. 
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Fig. 2. Demonstration of the replacement strategies on a short piece of audio sig- 

nal. Non-smooth transitions appear when the straightforward substitution (RR) is 

applied, but they are smoothed out when crossfading (CR) is applied. 
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les were taken and put in their place in the current R-inconsistent 

olution? Such a step would make the solution R-consistent and 

ompatible with the clipping model in the reliable part. Certain 

ignal fidelity measures would improve automatically, such as the 

ignal to distortion ratio (SDR), 

DR ( u , v ) = 20 log 10 

|| u 2 || 
|| u − v 2 || , (2) 

hen evaluated on the whole original and declipped signals as 

DR (x orig , x declip ) . In audio, however, more attention is paid to the 

erceptual quality, and it is known that the SDR value seldom pre- 

icts it well. Thus, the interest of this article lies in exploring how 

he perceptual quality of the signal reconstruction changes when 

nconsistent samples in the solution are reconsidered with the help 

f reliable samples. 

This article can be understood as a follow-up to the recent 

udio declipping survey [7] since the R-inconsistent methods in- 

luded therein are used as the material for evaluation here. 

Section 2 starts with a straightforward replacement of samples, 

nd it shows that such a simple act indeed improves the objec- 

ive perceptual metrics. On the other hand, the section also reveals 

he weaknesses of this simple method, leading to the presenta- 

ion of a more inventive treatment, which still remains conceptu- 

lly simple and computationally cheap. Section 3 then discusses in 

reater detail a particular inconsistent algorithm, SS PEW. The sec- 

ion answers the question whether the proposed techniques can 

mprove this already successful algorithm such that it outperforms 

he state-of-the-art audio declipping algorithms. 

. What shall we do with the reliable samples? 

In this section, we will examine to what extent the signal re- 

onstruction quality is affected when (re)using the reliable sam- 

les. Note again that such a postprocessing step makes sense 

nly for declipping methods that produce solutions inconsistent 

n the reliable part (R-inconsistent). Specifically, we will follow 

p on the survey [7] and consider R-inconsistent methods in- 

luded therein: The Constrained Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (C- 

MP [9] ), Plain and Perceptually-motivated Compressed Sensing 

1 (CSL1, PCSL1 [10] ), Parabola-weighted Compressed Sensing L1 

PWCSL1 [7] ), Declipping with Empirical Wiener shrinkage and 

ocial Sparsity Declipping with Persistent Empirical Wiener (EW, 

EW [11] ), and Dictionary Learning (DL [12] ). The detailed setting 

f the declipping methods is identical to the setting used in the 

eclipping survey [7] . 

Also, the audio dataset used in our experiments is identical to 

he one used in the survey [7] . The corpus consists of 10 musical

xcerpts in mono, sampled at 44.1 kHz with a bit depth of 16 bps
2 
nd with an approximate duration of 7 seconds. The samples orig- 

nally come from the EBU SQAM dataset 2 and they cover a range 

f audio characteristics. Per each signal, 7 degraded versions were 

btained by (artificial) clipping using 7 different pairs of the sym- 

etric thresholds −θc , θc . These were computed according to pre- 

cribed input signal-to-distortion ratios, defined as SDR (x orig , x clip ) , 

nd ranging from 1 dB to 20 dB. 

For the objective perceptual quality prediction, the PEAQ (Per- 

eptual Evaluation of Audio Quality) was used. The output of PEAQ 

s the Objective Difference Grade (ODG), which predicts the hu- 

an rating of the difference between the degraded (or recon- 

tructed) and the reference signals. Possible values from −4 to 

 correspond to the scale “very annoying”—“annoying”—“slightly 

nnoying”—“perceptible, but not annoying”—“imperceptible”. We 

se the MATLAB code 3 implemented according to the revised ver- 

ion of PEAQ (BS.1387-1) [13] . 

As another evaluation metric taking the human auditory sys- 

em into account, the PEMO-Q [14] for Matlab 4 was used. PEMO-Q 

omputes the perceptual similarity measure (PSM), which can be 

apped onto the ODG score as used in the PEAQ. 

.1. Basic replacement strategy (RR for replace reliable) 

The basic approach has already been indicated: the samples of 

he reconstructed signal are simply substituted with the reliable 

amples in all parts where the signal has not been clipped. Fig. 2 

llustrates such an approach. At the same time, this figure reveals 

he main, not unexpected problem of RR, which is the risk of cre- 

ting sharp transitions between the newly recreated reliable parts 

nd the rest of the signal. Perceptually, a non-smooth phenomenon 

ike this results in an undesirable occurrence of broadband spectral 

omponents. 

Nevertheless, the gain in the perceptual quality of the declipped 

udio obtained by the simple replacement strategy can outweigh 

he just described disadvantage, as visible in Fig. 3 . This figure 

hows the average PEAQ ODG improvement obtained using the ba- 

ic replacement strategy, i.e., the difference of the new ODG value 

nd the original ODG value. The average is computed over the ODG 

alues of individual excerpts. The depicted values of � PEAQ ODG 

uggest that the RR strategy is, for some declipping methods, not 

eneficial at low input SDR levels (i.e., a low number of reliable 

amples). Generally, the improvement grows with increasing input 

DR, even up to two grades of ODG in the case of the PCSL1 algo-

ithm at 20 dB input SDR. Note that the replacement (and thus the 

https://tech.ebu.ch/publications/sqamcd
http://www-mmsp.ece.mcgill.ca/Documents/Software/
https://www.hoertech.de/de/produkte/pemo-q.html
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Fig. 3. Average ODG improvements using the basic (RR) strategy, compared to the 

initial declipping at the respective input SDR levels. 
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mprovement) comes essentially for free from the computational 

iewpoint. 

.2. Advanced strategy (CR for crossfade reliable) 

Clearly, a smarter strategy of enhancing the perceived quality 

hould avoid sharp transitions on the borders between the reliable 

nd the clipped regions. Such a method can stem from the sim- 

le one, and the desired effect is achieved by crossfading the in- 

onsistent declipping solution with the observed signal such that 

he reconstructed signal gradually blends into the reliable parts of 

he signal. See [15] for an example of similar use of crossfading in 

 signal reconstruction problem. 

The crossfading transition can be performed either in the 

lipped part, in the reliable part, or in the middle affecting both 

arts. From the three options, only the transition in the reliable 

art is not affected by the initially clipped samples, which sug- 

ests the most psychoacoustically pleasing result. However, some 

f the reliable samples are altered this way and the resulting sig- 

al is thus not guaranteed to be R-consistent anymore. 

There are several types of crossfade used in practice [16] . In 

his paper, we examined the simple linear crossfade, which is usu- 

lly used for highly correlated material, and the smooth crossfade, 

hose curve is governed by the squared sine. 

An important parameter of a crossfade is the length of the 

rossfaded section, which determines the number of modified 

amples. In the case of transition in the reliable part, the longer 

he transition is, the smoother one signal blends into the other; 

owever, more samples will then differ from the ground truth. 

and in hand with specifying the crossfade length, it must be 

ecided how to treat segments that are shorter than the prede- 

ned length. These can be either ignored (keeping the samples 

rom the restored signal unaltered), replaced using the RR strat- 

gy or the length of the crossfade can be adaptively shortened to 

t the length of the processed segment. The adaptive shortening 

pproach simply computes the largest possible length of the cross- 

ade for each transition, such that the crossfaded sections for adja- 

ent transitions do not overlap. 

Different setups for the CR strategy are thus available. Experi- 

enting with the possible combinations showed convincingly that 

he transition in the reliable part produced the best perceptual re- 

ults according to both PEAQ and PEMO-Q, as expected. But in 

erms of the width and shape of the crossfades and in terms of 

he way of treating the short segments, the results vary accord- 

ng to the evaluation metric. PEAQ seems to respond positively 

o the smooth crossfade and to ignoring the processing of shorter 

egments, while PEMO-Q favors the linear transition and adaptive 

hortening of the short transitions. Nonetheless, the differences be- 

ween these setups are negligible (up to 0.1 on the ODG scale). 
3 
To allow a concluding statement about the impact of the pro- 

osed CR strategy, the same experiment as with the RR strategy 

as conducted. As for the setup, the transition in the reliable part 

nd an 8-sample-long smooth crossfade with adaptive shortening 

ere used, based on the above discussion. Fig. 4 displays the av- 

rage PEAQ ODG and PEMO-Q ODG values. The individual declip- 

ing algorithms are distinguished using different bar colors. Within 

 single bar, the lightest shade represents the quality of the origi- 

ally declipped, inconsistent signal. The respective medium shade 

arks the results of the RR strategy, and finally, the darkest shade 

orresponds to CR. Note that the graph has to be read in a cum- 

ulative manner, i.e., the particular ODG grade is expressed by the 

op level of each shaded section of the corresponding bar. Addi- 

ionally, the black dotted lines represent the average ODG value of 

he clipped signals, and the black dashed lines indicate the best 

DG result obtained in the survey [7] , which were mostly results 

f the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) and the analysis 

ariant of parabola-weighted � 1 -minimization (PW � 1 CP). 

The PEAQ results in Fig. 4 (top) suggest a significant improve- 

ent of the reconstruction quality when the advanced crossfading 

ethod is applied, especially at medium and high input SDRs. The 

R method always performs better or at least on par with the RR 

trategy. However, in some cases of very harsh clipping (input SDR 

f 1 and 3 dB), both replacement methods can decrease the PEAQ 

core of the declipped signal. The results displayed in Fig. 4 (bot- 

om) indicate PEMO-Q being more conservative in comparison to 

EAQ, but even in this case the CR strategy usually leads to an im- 

rovement, compared to RR. 

. A closer look at SS PEW 

In the audio declipping survey [7] , the method based on the so- 

alled social sparsity (SS) with persistent empirical Wiener (PEW) 

hrinkage [11,17] ranked high. SS PEW was in fact the overall 

est-performing method in terms of the SDR. In terms of PEMO- 

, SS PEW was also one of the top-performing methods, being 

utperformed only slightly by two of the competitors, namely 

he parabola-weighted � 1 minimization (PW � 1 , [6] ) and the non- 

egative matrix factorization (NMF, [3] ). However, PEAQ placed 

S PEW a bit deeper in the racing list. The reader’s subjective 

udgement can be easily obtained by listening to the audio ex- 

mples at the survey’s accompanying webpage (see the link in 

ection 4 ). 

PW � 1 and NMF are actually fully consistent approaches, and the 

MF is computationally more expensive by one order compared to 

ther declipping methods [7, Section V.D] . Since SS PEW produces 

-inconsistent solutions, the question arises as to how much we 

an enhance the declipping quality of SS PEW by using the RR or 

R methods. How will it compare with PW � 1 and NMF then? Be- 

ides this, would it even be possible to reduce the computational 

ime by computing fewer SS PEW iterations, while still being able 

o reach the competitive quality of reconstruction with the help of 

he RR or CR strategies? 

The algorithms based on social sparsity approximate the solu- 

ion to the following optimization problem: 

in 

z 

{ 

1 

2 

‖ M R D z − M R y ‖ 

2 
2 + 

1 

2 

‖ h (M H D z − M H θc 1 ) ‖ 

2 
2 + (3) 

+ 

1 

2 

‖ h (−M L D z − M L θc 1 ) ‖ 

2 
2 + λR (z ) 

} 

. 

he first term penalizes the � 2 error in the reliable region, which 

s captured by the mask operator M R (cf. the definition of the set 

(1) ). The vector z ∈ C 

P represents coefficients approximating the 

ignal y ∈ R 

N with respect to a selected time-frequency (TF) trans- 

orm, here a synthesis operator D : C 

P → R 

N . The deviation of the

olution from the set � in the clipped regions is penalized using 
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Fig. 4. Average PEAQ (top) and PEMO-Q (bottom) ODG values for inconsistent restoration (lightest color shade), RR strategy (medium shade) and CR strategy (darkest shade). 

Each group of bars is crossed by a horizontal dotted line; these mark the ODGs of the clipped signals. The dashed lines are present to indicate the best possible ODG results 

achieved by a method from [7] . 
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Fig. 5. Average SDR for SS PEW in the clipped part in the course of iterations, with 

λ = 10 −4 . 
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he hinge function h , defined as the identity for its negative argu- 

ents, and zero otherwise. Finally, R is a sparsity-enforcing reg- 

larizer. The authors of [11] suggest four types of shrinkage op- 

rator related to R for use in practical algorithms, and the best- 

erforming in audio declipping turned out to be the Persistent Em- 

irical Wiener (PEW) [7,8,11] : 

 

PEW 

λ (z f t ) = z f t · max 

(
1 − λ2 

‖N (z f t ) ‖ 

2 
2 

, 0 

)
. (4) 

he indexes t and f specify the location of a coefficient in time and 

requency, respectively, and N (z f t ) denotes the TF neighborhood of 

he coefficient at location ( f, t) . 

The parameter λ in (3) balances sparsity and data fidelity. 

arger values of λ lead to a solution of higher sparsity (meaning 

ewer coefficients) but also of greater deviance from the solution 

onsistency, and vice versa. To accelerate the overall convergence, 

he algorithm proposed in [11] implements the adaptive restart 

trategy [18] ; the optimization actually starts with a larger λ and 

t is decreased after every few hundred iterations until the target 

alue of λ is reached. This way, outer and inner iterations are rec- 

gnized. 

Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate the evolution of the SDR computed 

n the clipped and reliable parts, respectively, across iterations. 

he plots show that while the SDR continues to grow in the re- 
4 
iable part with the increasing number of iterations, the SDR in 

he clipped part stabilizes after reaching a certain value. The pic- 

ures show the SDR for the particular case when λ = 10 −4 , which 

s in agreement with the setup from [7] ; nevertheless, such behav- 

or has also been verified for λ = 10 −5 . In other words, from a cer-

ain point on, iterations minimize only the difference in the reli- 

ble part. This observation actually supports the above-proposed 

dea of terminating the iterations of SS PEW earlier and applying 

he RR/CR postprocessing. 
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Fig. 6. Average SDR for SS PEW in the reliable part in the course of iterations, with 

λ = 10 −4 . 

Fig. 7. Average course of PEAQ ODG values for SS PEW followed by CR through iter- 

ations. The dotted lines indicate the best ODG score achievable by the pure SS PEW 

(after 20 iterations with λ = 10 −4 ). 
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[  
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[

[

To examine if the presented hypotheses are true, we have per- 

ormed the following experiment: The SS PEW was run for 20 

outer) iterations, but after each iteration, the PEAQ and PEMO-Q 

DG were computed for the current declipping solution, with the 

R applied. Fig. 7 not only shows that the CR strategy raises the 

imit of the achievable ODG via SS PEW (this fact was also visible 

n Fig. 4 ). More importantly, it shows that by applying the CR, re-

ults perceptually similar to the performance of a pure SS PEW can 

e reached with significantly fewer iterations (the savings range 

rom one third to two thirds of computational power, depending 

n the input SDR). 

. Conclusion 

We have shown that perceptually, the results of sparsity-based 

nconsistent audio declipping methods can be significantly im- 

roved using a computationally cheap technique, based on cross- 

ading the regions of the signal. In particular, the SS PEW method 

ostprocessed via the proposed strategy becomes a top-performing 

nconsistent method and its quality almost reaches the quality 

f the best-performing consistent declipper (NMF in the majority 

f cases). This is especially attractive, considering that the NMF 

ethod is at least 15 times slower than the SS PEW. In addition, 

e have shown that the SS PEW can be accelerated by a factor of 

bout two without sacrificing perceptual quality. 

Since this article can be viewed as a follow-up to the audio de- 

lipping survey [7] , the results are appended to the website 

https://rajmic.github.io/declipping2020 where the audio sam- 

les are directly playable. Also the Matlab source codes are avail- 

ble through the link on that website. 

As a subject for future research, it would be interesting to 

erform subjective listening tests of selected CR combinations to 
5 
erify the predictions of PEMO-Q and PEAQ metrics, since these 

easures were not originally intended to evaluate the quality of 

lipped and reconstructed audio files. 
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